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INTRODUCTION

Migratory cancer cell abilities are directly related to specific genetic cancer cell characteristics allowing cancer cells to exploit cell motility and disruption 

of cell/stroma adhesion pathways.  In the current study we show that immune cell phenotypic changes in the tumor-draining lymph nodes (TDLNs) occur 

during the course of rectal cancer development, facilitating the installation and growth of metastatic deposits.

We assessed the expression of

regulatory T-cell markers in

TDLNs from 20 patients with

node-negative rectal cancer and

20 patients with node-positive

rectal carcinoma. For this

subgroup of patients, both

involved and uninvolved nodes

were examined. In addition,

reactive lymph nodes from 20

patients with non-malignant

diseases of the inguinal area

were also examined. Patients

who had received preoperative

radiotherapy or chemotherapy

were excluded.

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-

embedded (FFPE) sections 

3μm thick were mounted on 

positively charged slides. 

Immunohistochemistry 

focused on the detection of 

CD4 cells (helper T-cells 

that regulate innate immune 

response and are also the 

main source of regulatory T-

cells), CD25/interleukin-2 

receptor-α chain and 

FOXP3 (principal markers 

of regulatory CD4+ T-cells). 

The percentage of specific immune cell

subtypes (stained by each antibody) among

the entire immune cell population (stained with

hematoxylin) of the lymph node was assessed

in all x200 optical fields. The estimation of the

percentage of positive lymphocytes was

performed subjectively by two experienced

pathologists and discrepancies were resolved

on the conference microscope. Further

discrepancies were resolved quantitatively, by

counting the total number of the stained and

the total lymphocyte population in the lymph

node. The mean value of the ratios obtained

was used to score each case.

Statistical analysis was

performed using the

GraphPad Prism 7.01

package. The paired and

the unpaired two-tailed t-

test was used for testing

associations between

continuous variable groups,

as appropriate. A p-value <

or equal to 0.05 was

considered significant.

METHODS



The Table shows the percentage of specific lymphocyte and immune 

cell subtypes in reactive and TDLNs from patients with rectal cancer. 

The median value, range, and standard deviation (SD) values are 

shown.

Parameter Median Range SD

CD4

Reactive 20 5-40 10

Negative 42 32-61 9

Involved 19 7-33 8

Uninvolved 44 29-50 6

CD25

Reactive 2.5 1-10 2.5

Negative 2 0-5 1.8

Involved 10 1-25 6.1

Uninvolved 5 0-10 2.8

CD25/CD4 ratio

Reactive 0.2 0.03-1 0.22

Negative 0.05 0-0.15 0.04

Involved 0.44 0.07-1 0.30

Uninvolved 0.15 0-0.27 0.07

FOXP3

Reactive 3 0-8 2.1

Negative 2.5 0-8 2.9

Involved 5 2-20 4.3

Uninvolved 5 0-8 2.5

FOXP3/CD4 ratio

Reactive 0.12 0-0.4 0.10

Negative 0.10 0-0.4 0.11

Involved 0.17 0.04-0.4 0.12

Uninvolved 0.18 0-0.5 0.14

RESULTS CD25

FOXP3

Involved node Uninvolved node

Involved node Uninvolved node

Regulatory CD25+ and FOXP3+ T-cells (brown cells) prevailed in involved 
lymph nodes compared to uninvolved nodes (same patient)



Although CD4+ T-cells were less abundant in involved nodes, 
CD25+ and FOXP3+ T-cells prevailed in this infiltrating T-cell 
subpopulation, as shown by the CD25/CD4 and FOXP3/CD4 

ratios

CONCLUSIONS:
The current study provides strong
evidence that the development of a
regulatory lymphocytic phenotype in
the TDLNs is an important mechanism
that allows cancer cell installation into
the nodal environment. As negative
and uninvolved nodes suffered from
less severe immunosuppression
compared to involved nodes, it is
postulated that secreted cytokines and
proteins by the primary tumor
gradually attenuate the anti-tumor
defenses of the TDLNs. At a certain
time point, cancer cells are allowed to
grow in the nodes. This establishment,
brings in close proximity cancer cells
with the immune cells of the node,
further promoting immuno-
suppression. Whether such an immune
regulatory response, once installed in
TDLNs, expands to distant lymph
nodes, bone marrow, or spleen,
inducing a generalized systemic
immuno-tolerant state is a hypothesis
that emerges from the current study.


